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About ORIC
ORIC International’s core aim is:
“To advance operational risk management and measurement”
ORIC International Scenario Expertise
• Scenario analysis working group
o Made up of 10-12 industry experts from our member firms
o Aim of the group is to develop resources for the ORIC member base
through sharing knowledge and best practice
o Working has conducted member base wide studies into Scenario
Analysis approaches, correlations and Scenario Assessment
benchmarking.
• First issued best practice in 2010 and 2015 has seen the launch of our latest
best practice guidance
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The Scenario Analysis Process

The Process Cycle

The Process Cycle

• Common characteristics:
• Extreme
• Plausible
• Manifestation of risk
• Material-impact
• Forward Looking
• Hypothetical situations
• High severity/low frequency
• 1/200/ 99.5% confidence level
• ‘What if’ analysis
• Event simulation

Main approach considerations:
• Process drivers such as risk capital
allocation, regulatory requirements
or effective operational risk
management and measurement
• Who are the stakeholders within the
process? Risk
management/professionals, senior
management/Board, shareholders

The Process Cycle

• Scenario analysis can provide frequency and severity data points required
for certain types of frequency and severity models (statistical distributions)
• Especially for tail events for which there is no/limited internal historical risk
event data
• Need to take particular take to avoid double counting boundary risks
• Ensure that no material risks are missed

The Process Cycle

• The majority of firms run scenario analysis as an annual process
• It is important to build in time in the process cycle to review the following:
• the performance of the process;
• relevance and use of the outputs; and
• necessary enhancements that could improve the process.
• It is important and useful to be able to benchmark a firms internal approach
to that used in peer firms. This can be done by participating in industry
forum or through a consortium studies such as those conducted by ORIC
International.

The Process Cycle

• Scenario analysis form an integral part of the op risk management culture
• The results of this process should have a meaningful impact of the firms
governance and the governance structure should support the process
from policy approval to output validation.
• The four main governance pillars involved in scenario analysis are:
• The Board
• Risk Committee/Executive committee
• Risk function
• Business units
• It is important to consider how to engage senior management and the role
of Internal Audit in the process.

Framework and Planning
Framework development:
• Scenario analysis is an important part of an
ERM framework
• Firms should have a clear policy that sets our
the firms approach
• The policy should also define the scope of the
scenario analysis process
• Ensure that the framework is appropriately
documented
Planning stage:
• Scenario identification
• Gathering supporting information
• Considering the number of scenarios to run
• Workshop planning including
• Workshop attendee considerations such as
bias, personality clashes
• Materials required

Assessment & Measurement
• Expert judgements made in workshop
environment
• Severity assessments
• Direct impacts
• Indirect impacts
• Frequency assessments
• Most common assessment points: 1 in 10
yrs, 1 in 20 yrs
• Range from 1 in 1 yr to 1 in 200 yrs
• Recording discussions
• Detail and document material processes,
key elements of the scenario assessment
including:
•

Storyline, inputs, outcome of expert
assessment, rationale for the assessment,
mitigation strategies, any additional
information.

Validation & Modelling
Validation:
• Workshop outputs should be reviewed for
clarity, ambiguity and consistency.
• Dealing with bias – understanding and
controlling biases

Modelling:
• A firm must consider if there is a need to
aggregate scenarios at a certain level and if
so, how they will do this.
• Also must consider if there is a need to
correlate the scenario outputs with the
capital charges for other risk categories.

Communication & Reporting
Recent ORIC survey found that 84% sign off the
scenario analysis results at a Group Risk
Management level
Sign off will depend on the firms governance
process
Those involved in reporting must understand how
the outputs were derived and their usage
As a minimum the following functions should
receive the outputs: Board; Executive Committee;
Risk committees and Group Actuarial
Must consider how to engage senior management
in the reporting of the results

Output Socialisation
A firm must identify all business units and
functions that have an interest in the scenario
analysis results
As a minimum results should be shared with:
- Senior Management, the Board and relevant
committees
- Actuarial function
- Audit/Independent assurance functions
- Relevant Heads of Department

Process Maturity
Framework Development
Scenario definition is not or loosely
defined
Methodology is not documented/
Partially documented

Full diagnostic contains
benchmarks for all 6 key
process features.

Developing
Objectives of the process are not
clear but decided on an ad hoc basis
The analysis results are not used in
any tangible way in the business
Scenario definition is defined

Identifies 3 levels of maturity
from developing to
advanced.

Fully documented

Peer Equal

Objectives of the process are clear
The results are used occasionally
Definition is clearly defined and
reviewed at least annually for
appropriateness

Advanced

Definition and process are fully
documented and regularly reviewed
for appropriateness
Objectives of the process are clearly
defined, full documented and
understood by all those involved in
the process

Enables benchmarking of
current approaches.
Provides indications of
process improvements
required to move towards
more advanced scenario
analysis process maturity
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Internal Data Inputs

Internal Resources Available

Main challenges of using
internal resources/data:
• Data scarcity
• Subjectivity
• Limited to firm/expert
experience
• Limited challenge and
validation available
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External Data Inputs

Consortium Data
•

Consists of nearly 7,500 risk events, with a combined value of £3.49bn

•

Includes both Actual Losses and Near Misses

•

Both Qualitative and Quantitative information supplied
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Public Risk Event Data
•

Over 17,000 risk events collected from the public domain

•

Approximately 1,100+ of these are Insurance-specific newsflashes

Uses within the scenario analysis process
•

Scenario generation
 Use consortium and public risk events to find large losses that your peers have
suffered

•

Inform scenario assessments
 Provide workshop participants with valuable contextual market information
 Can provide useful severity assessment information – how much have large
losses cost peer firms historically

•

Inform the validation of scenario assessments
 Challenge assessment given by benchmarking the assessment against similar
historical large losses
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Benchmark Scenarios
•

ORIC International have developed a set of 38 benchmark scenarios
complete with technical specifications.

•

Developed by the industry experts through the ORIC International Scenario
Analysis Working Group

•

Considered by the Working Group to be a complete set of scenarios that an
Insurance firm would want to consider that enable firms to validate the
completeness of their internal scenario set

•

Relevant public risk events, consortium risk events, key risk indicators and
library scenarios have been mapped to each benchmark scenario that
provide useful contextual information that can assist in the assessment of
scenarios

Scenario Specification
General
Name Cyber-attack for the purposes of fraudulent activity
Description A party attacks the firm's computer systems with the purpose of defrauding the firm or the theft of data.
Excludes: Cyber-attacks for the purpose of business disruption i.e. viruses.
Includes: Hacking
AML specific

Yes

Generate reputational
No
consequences

KYC specific No

Business resilience specific Yes

SoX specific No

Information security specific Yes

Conduct specific No

Litigation specific No

Boundary specific No

Root Causes
Name Poor IT security
Causal type Systems (IT) / Poor IT Security
Description Poor or inadequate IT security controls to prevent a cyber-attack for example out of date/inadequate firewall protection

Control Types
Names Information and Infrastructure Controls
Systems Access Right Reviews
System Activity Logs

Direct Impacts
Name External litigation fees and costs
Impact type External litigation fees and costs
Description External litigation fees and costs of litigating against external parties who have committed fraud through the use of cyber attacks

Indirect Impacts
Name Negative effect on a firm’s reputation as a result of having inadequate controls to prevent cyber attacks
Impact type Reputational Impacts
Description A measure of the reputational impact on the organisation, which may be measured through adverse media coverage, loss of client and customer
business, deterioration in share price or changes in market perception, as determined through opinion polls.

Cont…
Example Public Newsflash
Title Health insurer Anthem hit with cyber attack
Event date
05/02/2015
Country United States of America
Involved Anthem Inc. (previously WellPoint Inc.)

Source Insurance Journal
(www.insurancejournal.com)
Amount Undisclosed

Example Key Risk Indicator
Name E-Crime and System Security - Number of Losses Due to Hacking and Disruption
Description The total number of losses to the organisation from information technology security violations, unauthorised logins, hackers sniffing web sessions,
TCP/IP hacking and other forms of service denial attempts, during the preceding 12 calendar months.
Measurement Frequency Daily
Reporting frequency Daily
Frequency of expected change Ongoing
Measurement rules Include all losses due to information security hacking and service denial during the preceding 12 months, whether from unauthorised logins,
hackers sniffing web sessions, TCP/IP hacking or other means. Exclude information technology security issues caused by employees and
contractors.
Calculation method Count the number of losses meeting measurement criteria.

Linked Scenario Storyline
Name Electronic communication interception

Risk Categories
Primary risk category External Fraud / Systems Security
Secondary risk categories External Fraud
Theft and Fraud
Theft of assets
Forgery, impersonation

Business Functions
Primary business function IT
Secondary business functions Claims
Customer Service/Policy Administration
Sales and Distribution
Underwriting

Properties
Tags Cybercrime; Identity Theft; Insurance Fraud

Scenario Universe (2015)
•

Detailed and informative best practice guide that covers all aspects of the
scenario analysis process

•

All 38 benchmark scenario specifications

EVENT OFFER!!!!
Order a copy today and save
£200!
Todays price for IOR Scenario
event attendees:
£550!!!
Normal price: £750

Scenario Library
•

Repository of over 180 scenario storylines with detailed technical
specifications

•

Each of these have been mapped to relevant consortium losses,
newsflashes and KRIs.

• Relevant scenarios have
been mapped to 38
overarching benchmark
scenarios
• The database can be filtered
on operational risk category,
business function, meta data
tags and many other fields
• Each specification can be
downloaded in PDF, word or
printed

Uses of Benchmark Scenarios
•

Challenge the completeness of the existing scenario set

•

Scenario generation inputs

•

Workshop prep materials – what should workshop participants be thinking about in
the lead up to a workshop?

•

Benchmark your approach to that of your peers - what are others doing

•

Challenge the internal process and enhance where appropriate

•

Can be used to aid validation of assessment/quantification of scenarios

•

Can help inform resilience testing/ disaster recovery testing
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Key Risk Indicator Library
•

Repository of over 2,000 insurance relevant KRIs with detailed
measurement and usage specifications

•

Each of these have been mapped to relevant consortium loss events,
newsflashes and scenarios

•

Relevant KRIs have been mapped to 38 overarching benchmark scenarios

•

The database can be filtered on operational risk category, business
function, meta data tags and many other fields

•

Each specification can be downloaded in PDF, word or printed

Appendix D - KRI Specification
Definition
Number:
Name:
Description:
Nature:
Type:
Causal Type:
Rationale/Comments:
Rating:
Common:
Version:
Version Release Date:

80113
E-Crime and System Security - Number of Losses Due to Hacking and Disruption
The total number of losses to the organisation from information technology security violations, unauthorised logins, hackers
sniffing web sessions, TCP/IP hacking and other forms of service denial attempts, during the preceding 12 calendar months.
Current, Lagging
Loss Frequency
Indicator quantifies the impact of information technology security breaches.
2 - Internal Comparability
Yes - Externally Comparable
No
1.1
10/05/2007

2 - Ease of Use

Specification
Value Format:
Dimensions:
Buckets:
Bucket Variants:
Currency Conversion:
Measurement Rules:

Underlying Indicators:
Calculation Method:
Calculation Formula:
Benchmark Rules:
Aggregation Method:
Aggregation Rules:
Scaling Denominator:
Scaling Rules:

Count
None
Indicator values should be divided into value-based buckets reflecting the size of the loss, expressed in the organisation’s base
currency.
None specific
Not applicable
Include all losses due to information security hacking and service denial during the preceding 12 months, whether from
unauthorised logins, hackers sniffing web sessions, TCP/IP hacking or other means. Exclude information technology security
issues caused by employees and contractors.
None
Count the number of losses meeting measurement criteria. The indicator value should be calculated for each dimensional node
listed above, using the aggregation method and scaling rules given below.
None
The indicator value should be scaled for benchmarking by the number of critical systems.
Simple summation using the dimensional nodes listed.
None specific
80082 - Critical Systems - Total Number
The indicator will be scaled by each 10 critical systems. Divide the indicator value by KRI 80082 and multiply the result by 10,
rounding the result to 2 decimal places. Aggregate before scaling. Numerator and denominator must be at the same level of
aggregation.

Appendix D - KRI Specification
Guidance
Usage:
Measurement Frequency:
Reporting Frequency:
Frequency of Change:
Limitations on Scope:
Collection Level:
Definition Threshold:
Variants:
Direction Information:
Trend Information:
Control Indicator:
Performance Indicator:
SoX Indicator:
Source:
Best Practice Indicator:
Best Practice Source:
Industry Nature:
Original Release Date:
Tags:

Internal and Benchmarking
Daily
Daily
Ongoing
None specific
Location
None specific
None specific
Larger number indicates higher risk.
Increasing number suggests increasing risk.
No
No
No
Information Technology function.
No
No
Financial Services Generic
22/05/2009
Cybercrime

Appendix C
Example Cyber KRI’s include:
•

E-Crime - Average Value of External Fraud Loss Events per Compromised Customer

•

E-Crime - Compromised Account Loss Recovery Rate

•

E-Crime - Number of External Fraud and Theft Loss Events due to Compromised
Accounts

•

E-Crime - Number of Fraudulent E-Mail (Phishing) Instances Detected

•

E-Crime - Number of Instances Detected in Market

•

E-Crime and System Security - Number of Demilitarised Zone and Firewall
Penetrations Detected

•

E-Crime and System Security - Number of Losses Due to Hacking and Disruption

•

E-Crime and System Security - Number of Unauthorised Website Content Alterations
Detected

Uses
• Challenge the completeness and operation of the existing KRI’s in
place for key relevant scenarios

• Implement new KRI’s with detailed usage guidance

• Challenge the internal process and enhance where appropriate

• Mapped scenarios can help firms identify the critical KRI’s and
prioritise implementation
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Community

Operational Risk Insurance Community (ORIC)
•

We launched our “Operational Risk Insurance Community” group on
LinkedIn in June 2014, with the intention of providing a platform for
conversations on issues the industry is facing.

•

The group now has 255 members from all over the globe

•

Join our group today:
Search Operational Risk Insurance Community on LinkedIn
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Any questions?
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Caroline Coombe – Contact details:
Caroline.coombe@oricinternational.com
Enquiries@oricinternational.com
0207 216 7352

